THE LEVIATHAN GRAND

“We welcome our guests to the Leviathan Grand Resort, a limitless and mind-expanding destination that climbs like alabaster stairs down Ogemos’s luxurious sea cliffs. Our pampered patrons may select from two magnificent sides of the resort—the shimmering beaches and gardens of Goldside or the shaded grottos and iridescent tidal pools of Loraqua Caverns. Each offers a slightly different palette for the innovative guest to take advantage of our offerings. Rejuvenate in the Blood Fountains of Rotos! Admire the flash of exotic hawkfish schools and headsman’s coral through the bottom of an authentic Ogemos glass skiff! We host over 30 dining, gambling, and arena establishments. The luxuries we offer are truly without limit; whether business, pleasure, or awaiting exile, come and join our celebration at the Leviathan Grand!”

If Ogemos is well known for its luxuries, then the Leviathan Grand is the jewel that singularly embodies all legends and rumors of the place. Extravagant by anyone’s standards, it is a rare being who would find it anything less than paradise.

The Resort is divided into two halves. Goldside is hailed for its famous copper-colored beach, thriving feast rings, and celebration halls. Loraqua Caverns seeks to provide respite and peace above all other pursuits, where its shady environs are lit only by candled box lanterns.

Goldside is where the famous yearn to be noticed, and the rich are abjectly worshipped. If one wishes to lay low and enjoy the peace of a vacant beach, Goldside is most certainly not the best destination. Merchants display their wealth with enormous cabanas where business guests are entertained. Aurumel Houses compete in shows of opulence in their beach gowns and kilts made of crystal and perfectly-crafted, lightweight metals. Naked bodies splash in the waves of the warm water, and beds of serpent flowers wave in the soothing sea breezes.

Loraqua Caverns is defined by its blue-lit grottos, sea caves, coral arches, and intimate architecture that has been worked into the natural elements. Isolated dining and pleasure services are offered among sumptuous cave spas and guest rooms that often feature private reflecting pools. Many well-to-do nobles and politicians find a privacy here which they can so infrequently find elsewhere. In fact, the Caverns even reserve a room for a semi-regular Novapendra visitor who pays extravagantly for total anonymity and solitude.

Yes, yes. The Leviathan Grand is truly mind-blowing in its extravagance. It is all it claims to be. But it is the peculiar legal privilege of the resort that makes it indisputably the playground of choice for the most powerful and dangerous among the Shards. Due to an ancient pact between the Houses and an enterprising Aurumel financier, the Leviathan Grand exists outside the jurisdiction of all other powers on Veile. Indeed, the resort’s privately trained and armed security force will facilitate sanctuary to wealthy exiles and fugitives for the right price.